Task 2. Select the 3 best exemplars from a set of 20 images Task 3. Select the 3 worst exemplars from the same set of 20 images Images were drawn randomly for each trial, with each image appearing 8-10 times across the experiment Prototypicality score = (("best" votes) -0.9*("worst" votes)) / appearances
Worker quality and rating consistency Average score on 4AFC task was 98%, workers avoided reselecting the same images as both "best" and "worst" on 96% of trials Responses to duplicated images were positively correlated (0.53), and "best" / "worst" votes to the same image were negatively correlated (-0.48) Extremely high/low prototypicality scores occured much more often than expected by chance: 11% of images scored below the 1st percentile or above the 99th percentile of ratings in a simulated experiment where "workers" responded randomly kehinger@mit.edu
